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The University of Mic higa n Law School

Drachman Honors Women Lawyers
Special to the Res Gestae
On Tuesday. r>:ovember 7. the Law
chool celebrated the centennial of an
organiZation founded in the late 1880s by
seven women students and graduates of
the University of Michigan Law School with
a special presentation by Virginia G. Drachman. associate professor of history at
fufts University.
The women's group. which its found ·
ers called the Equity Club, was the first organJzatlon in the United States to attempt
:o forge professional links among women
:awyers.
The members of the Equity Club were
women and the central idea of the Club was
that each member was to write one letter
each year to all the other members relating

her own experiences and her thoughts on
women In law.
During the period between 1887 and
1890 when the Club flourished. thirty
women. who represented about one-sixth
of all the women attorneys in the United
States at the time. s hared letters.
Drachman has read and wrtttc:n about
this "remarkably rich" correspondence. In
a free. public lecture tlUed 'Women Lawyers and the Quest for Professional Community in Late 19th Century America,"
Drach man spoke about women of the Equity
Club. their lives and their views, and more
broadly about the e-q>erlences of women
lawyers In the late nineteenth century.
Law School Professor David Chambers. a member of the Ad Hoc Committee

Posner to Deliver
Cooley Lectures
A.\~ ARBOR rrhe

UntversityofMichigan
Xews and Information Services)- Richard
A. Posner. U.S. Court of Appeals judge for
the Seventh Circuit and a leading scholar
m the field of Jaw and economics. will
delr.·e r the Thomas M. Cooley Lectures at
The Gniversity of Mi~higan Law School
Xovember 13-15.
Posner will give thr<'e lectures on the
iOpic, "Cardozo: A Study In Reputation:
Jlelectures are UUed "Life. Judicial PhUsof!ly.JudlcialTechnlque· on i\0\·ember 13:
"OfReputation in General and Cardozo's In
?articular" (November 14): and "Cardozo's
JudicalContribution" (November 15). Each
lecture Is at 4 p.m. In Room 100, Hutchins

Hal!.
Law and economics. now a standard
oomponent of the legal curriculum. owes
muchoflts standing. manyoflts ideas . and
Cluch of its literature to Posner, according
:o lecture sponsors. His text Economic
-~'lalysis of Law. published in 1978. and
:umerous other books and articles ha\·e
layed ·an Instrumental role in the educa:lon of lawyers and law students over the
451 two decades:

Posner's articles over the last few years
have considered the ethics of surrogate
motherhood. the ethics of wealth maximization. relations between law and the arts.
feminis m. skepticism. literary interpretation, and "The Depletion of Law in 'Bonftre
of the Vanities:· His most recent books
include The Economics of Justice. The
Federal Courts: .Crisis and Reform. and
Law and Literature: A Misunderstood Relation. His 15th book. The Problems ofJurisprudence. is forthcoming.

Posner is founder and president of Lexecon Inc .. a law and economics consulting
firm. and founder of the Jownal of Legal
Studies. Educated at Harvard and Yale
Universities, he joined the faculty of the
University of Chicago Law School in 1969,
becoming the Lee and Brena Feeman Professor of Law there unW his judicial appointment in 1981.
The Thomas M. Cooley lectureship was
e:;tablished "to stimulate research and to
communicate its results in the form of
public lectures.- The lectureship is supported by the William W. Cook Endowment
for Legal Research.

on the Equity Club. who has been studying
the experience of women !awycrs in the late
20th Century. initiated and was responsible for organizing Drachman's visit.
The speech was followed by a rece ption
outside Room 100.
Drach man' speech was partially in celebration of the Law School's hosting of the
conference. which will be held from March
22 to March 25 next spring.
The topic on the conference. sponsored by the Women Law Students Association (WLSA) is "Shifting The Focus: 1\ew
Perspecllves on the Twenty-first Century.·
Patricia Williams, a law profe5"'' r at
the University of Wisconsin. W1li be the
keynote speaker. Williams will be reading
a "creative piece," said Molly Reilly. a

member of the core committee of the National Conference. Reilly said that WUliams will be compostngadramatic reading
in honor of the conference.
So far. WLSA has raised $5000 In an
alumnae fundralslng drive which began
last spring. In early September a fund raiser was held in Detroit.
Currently. the association Is contacting Jaw firms as well. Thirty thousand
dollars ultimately W1ll need to be raised for
the conference.
To be open to the general Law School
Community. the annual conference traditionally has been attended by betwf"en
1500 and 200 practitioners. students. community activists. and legislators.

Law Graduation
Rescheduled
Senior Day will be on Sunday, May 13, 1990 at 3:00
P.M. due to problems with scheduling.
Senior Day was originally scheduled on Saturday,
May 12 and has traditionally been held the ~turda[
follo~g the end of exams.
J

LAW

EDF Director to Speak

RAR V

~os 1989

Movement's Futu~IV. OF MIC
Special to The Res Gestae
Tonight at 7 in 250 Hutchins Hall, the
leader of one of the nation's largest environmental organiZations will be speaking
the the Law School.
Frederick D. Krupp. executive director
of the Environmental Defense Fund. will
address the Law School in the evening o n
the "third wave· of environmentalism.
He will speak to 2nd and 3rd year law
students during the day before addressing
the community at large.
Krupp will discuss the future of the environmental movement and the position
and ouUook of the Environmental Defense
Fund fEDF).
Lately. EDF has gained a reputation
for pursuing environmental soltJtlons
through economic Incentives.

With a sclentlfic starr that Includes a
far greater proportion of economists than
most other environmental organizations.
EDF's policies have. on occasion. taken on
a very different fonn .
Typical of this approach Is EDF's
adoption of tradable pollution permits to
create economic Incentives to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions which cause acid

rain.
This approach was Instrumental In
convincing the Bush Adrninistrallon to
propose a 10 million ton sulfur dioxide
reduction In his Clear Air Bill.
Krupp is also an alumnus of Michigan
Law School and has expressed Willingness
to help In eiTorts to find an environmental ·
law professor to replace Joseph Sax. who
went to Boalt Hallin 1987.

I~St~-;.-;;ge, But True
Tier tout o..rCTlo nu Ts are In, and we all
a nil what subject we will study next term . In
the Interim , It would do well to ponder what will
aulde your cia schedules for next term.
Ylrst. the regl tratlon ofnce will enter all
t hr course elections Into their brand new
computer program . Nert, they will h it the onswitch , placing everyon e Into the courses they
req uest ed. Then . the powers that be will see
which cia es are over-subscribed. To alleviate
that problem . we are told that people will be cut
by hand, with some rules applying sometimes. others a t different times.
There are reasons Lhat tbejob may preferably
be accompli hed by hand, If professors request
s pecific cours e compos itions or priorities
require notdccldlngby class alone. Deflnlntely,
It also makes a dlfference that the program was
written by the school Itself But let's delete the
comment about listing courses In order of
preference: It's not conside red , so don't say It
Is .
P.S .C.

I Sounds of Silence

hlU~.VS n1r AVID LAW STVOr:.'fT read a recent
copy or Tht National Law Journal, wherein was
contained news of the lates t recrulllng scandal
perpetrated by the arch-villain firm of Bater&:
McKcnde. Where, lo and behold , dld thJs take
place? Why, right here at good ol' Michigan.
This IJ probably not n ews to m~cny of you.
• hat with the activity of t he grapevine. It Is
ad, howc• er. tha t the admln1straUon bas not
com mented on th l cueas ofyet. Interviewing
on campus ends Friday, ~end to date no announcement hu been made as to sanctions
atalnst th is rogue outfit. Decisions greatly
affec ting students ue being handed down without a ny Insight as to how they are being arrived
a t. It Is hoped that the erplanatlonswtll be
forth comlng In th e future .

I

Equally ud. If not understandable , hu been
the re luctance of s tuden ts lnvolved to talk
about thb. Sad because without knowledge and
condemnations of vlolaUons, others will be
aubjectcd to the nme or worse t reatment in t he
futuJ"e . Understandable ln that students fear
black Ustlng by employers as a troublemaker
Stlll. lf no one wa_nts to talk about the~e
luau and taJte a stud , then these Important
ma ttera w1U remun hush topics. The course of
least ruls ta nce will ensue, and student lnteresta w1U be compromised.
P.s.c.

!liE HlGH COURT BUNCH KNtW THEY MUST AC.T SWIFTLY.
ornERWISE PEYO\E USERS WOULD SPRf.At> LIKE A Scn.$GE U~ iHE LAND.

D~senting Opinion ~~~~========================================

The Libertarian Ethos

America's poverty. If the Inefficient welfare system had
never been allowed to suck billions of dollar s out of the
Ubertarianism, the belief that governmentlnterven- economy. the economy woul~ be healthier. and th; e~~:
tion ln the affaJrs of people should be kept at an absolute nomic freedoms of all Amen cans would be secur .
t
minimum in order to protect Individuals' sovereign rights. stead, chronically mismanaged and corrupt gove~men
Is engulfing both sides of the Iron Curtain ln a wave of agencies are wasting billions of dollars - HUO bern~ a
protests. immigration and revolutionary Insurrection . The perfect example. In Poland (and all similar Communist
bankruptcy of collectivism, combined witJJ new opportu- countries) the entire economy Is directed at m eeting the
niUes to destroy governmental repression. Is pushing the basic needs of the populace, yet the standard of living, per
Uberta.rian philosophy into the forefront of global revolt capita income and GNP suffer - in such societies the
from totalitarianism.
attempt to cure the social ill of Inequitable econom1c
Libertarianism, however. truly began to Impact the distribution leads to the entire nation suffering- in other
world in 1776. The American RC\'olutlon s hattered the Old words. slnce some will be poor . all must be poor together.
Regime. led by the radical Whig ideology. The American
Government Intervention not only fails to achieve its
revolt became the impetus for attacks uJX>n absolutism goals. but it can also lead to the absolute destruction of
and tyranny worldwide. The core of the radical Whig freedom. Expansive governments have In the pursuit of
ideology. combined With the principles of Adam Smith's social good (please read the documen ts of the Nazis.
The Wealth ofNations (1776), now composes the essence Stalinists. Maoists. et al. - they were striving to better
of the modem Ubertartan and conservative ethos.
their societies and h onestly believed so) become totalitar·
This ethos. embodied In the American federal ian monsters that "devour their own children. ·
Cons titution. states that individual freedom Is the a priori
The world's two leading mass murderers, Stalin and
and oveniding consideration of all JX>llcy-making. There- H!Uer. both took power. created totalitarian societies and
fore. only a very limited role exJsts for the government: annihilated millions of peoples- all for the cause of social
foreign affai rs: adminis tration of Justice: protection of Justice. The Nazi platform specUlcally stated It wished to
Individual rights: limited regulation of the marketplace achieve societaJ justice - the justice of German/ Aryan
(i.e., currency control. Interstate commerce. preventin g racial dominance- and it was fully supported by millions
fraud and deceit. maJntaJnlng contracts. etc.): and a of Germans and foreigners. World War II and the death
Urnited number of social programs (education. care for the camps were necessary components of the Nazi nightmare.
mentally ill. etc.). The government's purpose Is to protect In a parallel fashion, S talin slaughtered enemies and
people from other people - not from themselves. 1bis starved millions of peasants to ensure the survival of the
does notmeanthegovemmentshouldredistrtbutewealth Commun ist societal order Do not balk at the compari·
leU people right from wrong or how to live.
' sons; you must con sider .that both men h ad complete
of tyranny, along With the consequential ru- control over the government and used that pOwer to enact
lnln 0
t e capitaUst economy. is the overriding concern the majority's belief of how the nation should be - regardEach and every e
lo ,, h
.
o f thge Ideology.
ment · the pol' ic 1
xpans n OJ t e govern· less of individual/ minority concerns. The failure ofUberd
m
tt a · economic or social sphere inherently larlanism proved fataJ
.::::::;:,
greater amount of lndtuldual
The most efficient and benefical method of solving
while coliecU: Is
many social ills Is to prevent the government from trying
argue that
Communists and Faclsts, to solve them. Historically, societies with the least amount
0
regardlessofitseffect 1 d~ ~hole Is more lmJX>rtant, of government intervention are freer and wealthier.
Individualism is the ontithn vi ufals/mlnoriUes. Indeed, Contrast the U.S.A, U.K. and West Gennay with the
an
esls o collectivism ·
u·s·s.R., Poland and East Germany (40.000 Eas t Ger'i}rplcaJJylefilstsandf;
must be solved by m a~clsts state that huge social ills mans have j ust lled to the West. yet no throngs of West
However, such proJec~S:r:e h~~;~mment Intervention. Gennans are pouring into East Germ~y).
America billions of taxpayers' dollar:cally disastrous. In
Best to follow Thomas Jefferson s Immortal words
socJaJ.welfare programs since th N ~been poured In than to fall to the pleas of those who wish to expand the
"New Society· and FOR's pro re ewha · yet.Johnson's · government: I have- swom upon the altar of God eternal
g ams ve not eltmtnated hostattytowardeueryformoftyrannyouerthemindofman.
By Michael David Wanen Jr.

Th~ f~r

~i~ro=fona/ly

ans~U~vethatthelndividuaJtssacred.

th: g~r ~~arly
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Survey of Winter 1989 Courses
Jusc as we had promised last week. a student opinion
'f.:iew ojchefirst year courses offered in the law school lase
~ester. v..-interTenn 1989, appears asfollows in coday's
~es

Gestae:

to add a personal touch by their 1s t names because 'that's
how it's done In law firms.'"
"Prof Gray should not be allowed to teach mandatory
classes. He is the worst Instructor I've seen ir. IPY life!"

going on.·
CONTRACTS
Philip Soper
~eu tral:

CONTRACTS

FIRST YEAR COURSES
CML PROCEDURE I
:;du:ard Cooper

"He mowd through the material quickly. but well enough.
He is tht> most nervous man In the world - everyone
except him knew that when he sipped out of his cofTee cup
'Xice guy. knows his stufT. too early in the a.m .. and he's 100 Urnes. 99 times. It was empty. ·
· Borin~ as He:J. Thank Cod tenure Is not automa tic. He's
not good at conYeying all that he knows:
·students come away with a great method of thinking a nice guy. but that's not enough. ·
about CivPro problems and Issues. If he taught sometime "Spends too much time on the fac ts. never feel like you
:ater than 8:00. people would fight to get into his classes. learned nny Jaw at the end ofa class. Exam was somewhat
P.e does get a bit quirky in his manner and meL~od of difTerent because we had to d raft insurance pr0\1sions."
"Katz cares about peop:e. not just a bout law. A genuinely
~ing on s tudents. though.·
·xot terribly exciting. but what Is a t 8:00 In the morning? nice fellow. Every now a nd then he'd pop out with
J1d his best to find bi7.arre and Interesting cases to something that really pu t a human perspective on a case,
and he encouraged s tudents to do lhe same:
:llustrate the rules. Generally very enjoyable.·
'Great class. Great professor. Class Is taught too early in "Socra tic me thod gone berserk - someone would answer
me day for most human beings. but otherwise he tea ches a question wrong and we'd go down that path for 15
-ell. Students don't realize how respected the man is In minutes. Ka tz is likeable. and obvious ly tries hard. Seems
very nexvous - would pretend to drink from an empty
the Federal judiciary. ·
·::nthusiasUc. but often tedious and Jong-\\1nded. Class cotree cup all class long."
;mticipation Is virtually nil.·
·s:OO in the morning. ~eed I say more.·
CONTRACTS
Dean Cooper ts sharp. thoughtful. and forchright - but Beuerley Pooley
:l asks too much to teach Civil Procedure at 8 a.m.·
1he [negative] rating Is more a reflection of the ungodly
hour and bortng subject matter than anything else. Cooper
was pretty good in class - and very accessible outside It "What can I s ay - Pooley at his theatrical best! Three stars
·- the main compla int about his teaching is that he made -Socratic ;uethod Is a big hit! Made an otherwise tedious
el'eiything seem s imple In class. not focus ing on the class interes ting and fun. Bev's mid-semester party is well
complexities that were on the exam.·
worth the effort of taking this class. ·
"Pooley Is the bes t I've seen at the Socratic method:
CONTRACTS
"Entertaining and educational.·
\Hlitmore Gray
"Pooley mistakes pedantry for pedagogy. acrobatics for
f'::'\
hand gestures. He was nothing particularly enlightening
1
9
Neutral: 1
to say about contracts. He didn't even grade our exams!
If the RG really wanted to help our section. lt would
iVhit is a fair test-giver a nd really lays out what he wa nts demand that Pooley release his (abominable) curve. Grades
tom s tudents. Problem Is that unless you give him exactly were never pos ted. and Bev refused to release his curve to
•!Jat he wants in class or on a n exa m. you get the 'no. no. the RG last year. What's the secret?"
:o .. . bad , bad. bad'lerture. The text was a mint-treatise "Prof. Pooley Is entertaining. as usual:
on contract law.·
"Great prof- funny. learned. gives fair exams. and cares
'A sincere and enthusiastic professor. but I found myself about his students to boot."
:isagreeingwithmuch of wha t he said (I know. I know. he's "What can I say that hasn't been said? Pooleyis simplythe
:he expert). Bad at the Socratic method - too Insistent in best - highly knowledgeable and entertaining. a terrific
:laking his point.·
professor.·
'I had Prof. Gray for contracts in a small section 1st ' His'amuslng'mimlcrybecomesirritatingbysecondterm.
!emester and a la rge section 2nd semester. Prof. Gray particularly because no concrete legal answers are sugdoes much better with a s mall sectlon. He had difficulty gested by him. rro his credit. 1s t term teacl'>Jng was much
devdoping a good rapport with the large section. He is very more clear.) His second term grading seemed incredibly
eager to help students and was willing to advise students harsh. The midterm grades supposedly counted for 40016
about interviewing a nd other non-class concerns. Very of our final grades. but the final grades did not reflect that
approachable.·
proportion (at least from the people I've talked to). Accord'Xot too bad. but not good enough. Grades fairly. Teacher ing to one student who figured he'd gotien a D on the
IS dull. disorganized. and although sincere enough. lackSpring final (based on how much his grade was lowered).
:ng in comprehens ive understanding. ·
his was the 7th lowest Sprtng exam grade. That means he
'l..:nder his smiles. Whit seems really angry at students. in gave at least8D'son the Sprtngfinal- this does not follow
arepressed s ort of way. There was no ·free flow' of ideas the recommended 1st year curve. We were never gtven the
:n his class. only his approved stances get coverage.·
opportunity to see the grade distribution. so I can't sub~.ccompanyinga s ketchofsomeoneshooUnghimself: "The stantiate this info. Sorry to be so verbose. but I feel
~-aphic says It all.·
strongly about this subject!"
·cray is a nice man who apparenUy knows a lot about "Professor Pooley's antics got very old, very fast. His
:ontracts - unfortunately you would never know this <:,?verage of the subject of remedies was thorough but it is
~m his class because: I) He can't teach. 2) The class is apparent that his knowledge on other Important areas is
;o boring no one never attends:
Jacking:
11ce guy. bu t he's an Idiot. I learned a t least £\vice as "Like a pumpkin going bad In ·ovember. the allure and
:.uch from J .J . White first semester.·
excitement ofBevwear off quickly. The frrst semester was
Attending class was a more etrectlve seda tive than Som- releYant. but by the second week of second semester. his
iiex but was worthless otherwise. The professor was lack of knowledge beyond the sphere of remedies became
t:ofoundly Incapable of recognizing any student's' tdn'l .t ' quite apparene .Nst>. his grading I!> from left field andfrtg
tents or inslgh ts as meritorious. He attempted. however; lack of publishing a curve leaves one to wonder what was
;:\leutral: 1

1.8J.

Q

l

Avery KCI(z

"Very philosophical approach. Issue neutral (as mu ch 3S
possib::::!. Spends too much time reconciling cases but
makes you think about cases differently in terms of each
other."
"for a man who has been teaching the subject for 15 years.
he has a knack for building walls between the students
anc the material. and between the students and himself.
He a ppears nervous. and can be evasive when students get
too probing In their questions. The worst pa rt of the course
comes when he tries to teach damages - he confuses
everyone.
"Very rewarding if you were prepared: not worth going
when you weren't. ·
"Very nice man. but overeducated In philosophy. Too
damn confusing as a result. Buy the outlines quickly! "
"I think I was one of the few who enjoyed Soper. He often
seems confused. but I think he's just very nervous. His
·confusion· actually tends to stimulate valuable class
discussion.·
·arilliant professor whose disorganization and thinking
out loud tend to confuse students.·
·creat mind - sometimes hard to follow. It Is rather
endeartng that he remains undlstracted by peripheral
maners- llke the identity of his students. ·
"This only a marginally a happy course. While Soper was
at times interesting and enlightening. at times he seemed
to be talking to himself. The reading's ftne and the exam
was fair. Soper needs to organize himself and be more
consistent In class. ·
"'What's he talking about?' 'I don't know. I think he's
making another confusing philosophical point about a
minor aspect of contract law. Where's my Emanuel's'?'"
CRIMINAL LAW
Dauid Chambers

G~
·very touchy. feeling teaching style. 'ot afraid to tackle
tough. emotional issues. Often has dialogue with 2 or 3
people to the exclusion of all others. Almost never looks
to the left side of lhe room.·
"Although students' views were often stifled by Chambers's
arrogance. I'd still give the course a thumbs-up.·
CRIMINAL LAW
Peter Westen

©.

0

"Nicest professor in outer space. He's too much of a space
cadet to be teaching first years. ·
"Deep space - a nice guy. but not from this planet. ·
CRIMINAL LAW
James B. While

Gl
"Intimidating. occasionally temperamental- for example.
once called on everybody in class (small section). as if
dissatisfied with previous student's answer. Articulate,
though."
"Has to be the most arrogant professor here. While I felt
I learned a lot - class was torture - he belittled people.
laughed at students. called on favorites. etc.·
INTRODUCTION TO CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Terrance Sandalow
' t

~.

t

t I t

; '

f

See Survey. Page Four
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Survey ofWinter .1989 Courses
Continued from Page Three
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1\eutral: I

~rtod."

"Very interesting class - much of the reading is useless
for e..'CaiD purposes. Teacher Is a bit long-winded, but very
knowledgeable. A 'great guy·. too. Highly recommended
'dtscussion'-based class:
"Professor Pepe is a very arUculate person, and supplied
us with humorous stories about practice. We got to see
some good movies and had interesting classroom discussions. Definitely a good course to take to get that ethics
requirement out of the way. The exam Is reasonable.·
"Very litUe connection between what went on In class and
fmal exam. Memorization of Model Rules not helpful for
ethical behavior in the future.·
"Pepe is a very nice man devoted to the practice oflaw and
Michigan Law School. The class Is lightly boring but is
generally light and easy going:

"Miller has a refreshing. non -conforming style of teaching.
and a s trong cynical streak which he expresses in a
humorous and enlightening manner. Not your average
law sch ool prof! Especia lly like the essay fmal. which
allowed lots of room for Innovation:
"Because he did not believe Property should be a 6-credit
course. he essenUally d ecided no to teach us at all seond
term. If this guy h ates law school and law s tudents. so
much . why is he here teaching us? He seems to think he's
·above It all'. ·
"I was under the mistaken impression that b latant favoritism ended in high school. There ts no excuse for a
professor to discredit an opinion solely because of who
said it. Es pecially when he has nothing to contribute
himself."
"The ultimate deception . He appears to be a nonchalant
'I care about the s tudents· professors. bu lin reality he·son
an ego trip, da ting students to challenge his ambivalence.
Beware: unless you're one of his class favorites. you're In
for a boring and bumpy ride. His archaic final exam
speaks for itself.·

·sure. he's not the most exciting prof. but the Sandman
knows his stuff and treats students with respect Leg en·
druy artistic skills on the chalkboard added to thrill-aminute spectacular classroom atmosphere.·
"A genuinely nice and interesting guy. The course started
out slow. but I really liked it by the end. He's a very tough
grader, (though I n ever saw the curve)."
"Excellent professor. Sandalow cares about his students
and Is very willing to talk to students outside of class. His
approach to Con Law was very theoretical."
"Subtle sense of humor. clear thinker. Laid-back approach - easy to take notes In class. Occasionally boring,
but usually very good:
"Sometimes I felt like the material was over my head, but PROPERTY
that's probably inevitable sometimes. Sandalow. how- James Klier
ever. Is a professor one can trust to be coherent. complete,
and fair."
Neutral: 1
"Normally a dull class. However, professor poses thoughtful questions to class. Class Is based mostly on participa- "Krier is highly knowledgeable and highly abrasive. If you PROPERTY
tion and Sandalow does a good job to keep class on main like to mix it up with profs. he's your guy. Text was good Carl Schneider
points:
(He's co-author)- final was from heU: toughest exam I've
"Tough class; Sandalow Is a very knowledgeable professor had by far .... But It must have been a low curve. When
non-confrontational. class discussion was good.·
but class discussion Is often difficult to understand:
"Some thought him dull In class. I thought he was ~He's a sharp guy. He dis liked our section. though, and "You've heard most of It - he's also a right-wing doctribrilliant. Clearly a genius; moreover. a glfled teacher:
therefore was not parUcularly warm or generous as a naire: assu mes all members of the class are upper middle
"He's not a flamboyant prof. but if you pay attention professor. I'd prefer someone with a lower I.Q.. with less class and plan to work in the corporate sector. Avoids
carefully you'll find his sharp wit and political commentar- severe mood swings.·
cases he doesn't like a nd opts for a free-for-all what-doIes quite amusing. He has a tendency to get so caught up "A terrible class and a terrible teacher. Obnoxious person- you-think-about-the-issu e? session instead. Ignores
in the subtleties of the commerce clause that he loses his ality, very vindictive. Exam questions: maliciously ob- people who have alternative points of view on an issue:
audience.·
scure."
"Imagine the wors t professor you've ever had. undergrad
"Nice guy - a bll slow-moving. but a nice guy.·
"Nice guy. teaches material In an Interesting way:
or postgrad . Now imagine that professor worsened by an
"A hateful, cynical p rofessor. If yo u lake his personality exponential degree. Now Imagine you're not imagining.
INTRODUCTION TO CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
away he would be very good. However. this is impossible Even if the Great Exam Scam had never happened, his
Frederick Schauer
because Krier lets his personality dominate his approach other peccadilloes - his shocking favoritism towards his
towards class.·
'pets' (also cover t 'resea rch ass 'ts'), his arrogance. his way
"Krier Is a tough professor but has a grea t sense ofh umor. of all but scripting classes by feeding answers to selected
- !learned a great deal in this class. ·
studen ts- make him and the course the legal education
"He's great. He know his stuff a nd s hares his enthusiasm "Going through a mid-life cris is? Made a sport of being equivalent of AIDS.·
for the subject with the class. Exain was fair."
obnoxious and lns ulllng. First week of class. called one "Class made up of monologues of the four or five Chosen
"Schauer definitely knows his stuff. but doesn't really use woman anal retentive. A bitter man:
Ones, who could do no wrong In the eyes of the professor.
the Socratic method. Doesn'L seem to care what anyone's "The guy knows his subject and has lnteresllng. albeit Professor should h ave spent more time preparing for class
name is. Appears as though it actually pains him to let Incredibly cynical. views. Despite the pros. attending his and less writing his family law casebook.·
other people talk. Exam seemed more like public law, than class was never short of pa inful as he abu sed . harassed "A subjective professor who kept and played favorites . The
con law.·
and personally Insulted students.·
grading snafu a side. he s!ill would have been the LOO"SI
"Doesn't use Socratic. which ts fme, as he ts a terrific ·He loves class partlcipaUon - and Is cranky when professor I have ever had. To those who have him ne..xt
lecturer. One of the best teachers on the faculty, and nobody talks."
winter: PRAY!!!!"
presentation of theory handled with being ivory-tower.·
"The worst professor In the law school even before his
"Best profat U-M- his lectures obviate the need to do the PROPERTY
exam catastrophe. Pompous. long-winded, rude. He also
reading.·
William M iller
plays favorites- try getting called on if you often disagree
"Enjoyed this class very much - prof. is interesting and
with what he says .·
engaging. One exam question was pretty obtuse and 14
"While he knows his material he also is very arrogant w/
day takeh ome Is not a great idea.·
o reason. not to mention h is grading policy:
"While Miller's courses don't teach much In the book- "We've all heard of the testing s nafu. What hasn't been
LAWYERS & CLIENTS
learning sense oflaw school. he provides a perspective that said is this: Prof Schneider Is an energeUc. interestmi!
Charles Borgsdorf
Is much needed in this place - one that makes a student ins tructor. but he relies too heavily on volunteensm
challenge his or her beliefs about Jaw school.·
(translation: gun ner-city).·
"If a prof does n't think a s ubject Is worth teaching, he "While Schneider can lecture effectively and explain things
shouldn'lleach it.·
clearly and test and subject are interesting. th t,; r ourse is
"Good course to lake to introd uce you to the practice of "Class siZe of 100, so It was hard for Mr. Blood Feuds to ruined because he cannot control his own biases. He
law. Borgsdorf provides interesting anecdotes and real- extend his cult of personality. Because we had covered so refused to call on people \\'ho wish to disagree with hlm.
life experiences to spice up what could be otherwise dull much the 1st quarter, we really didn't have all that much and when he does let somt>one speak. he often cuts them
material. Would definitely recommend this course."
assigned. I liked the liberal-arts lake home fi nal, but that off abruptly and dismisses their point with a casualness
"Very cool guy with lots of great stories. Easy class.·
may be because I did well - lots of people bitched about which verges on intellectual dishonesty. His conlempl for
it."
both students a nd fair procedure was further manifested
LAWYERS &: CLIENTS
"Miller was completely differen t. and I have no complaints. by his handling of the final exam. (I was not one of the
Steuen Pepe
Class a ttendan ce, however. was Irrelevant to one's grade. · students charged with being over. so this is not bias.) Also
"Good cou rse If you wan t to learn about the practices of he is incredib ly pompous!"
medieval communal systems: one exam question required "Although I am one of the Infamous 28. I musl admit I
us to reflect what we learned about property during the enjoyed the class. Schneider has a good sense of humor.
"Not much work (2 units) and Pepe Is a nice guy. Only semester: nothing.·
lectures In a clear and organized manner and encourages
hassle was 3 hour seminar format, but overall a good "BrtHiant professor with o!Tbeat s tyle aimed at discovering class dtscussions."
course. Pepe obviously enjoys teaching.·
what Is really going on in the cases. A bit self-conscious "Not as bad as others believed him to be- not as good as
"Good role playing. lousy reading from textbook. Great and maudlin on occasion - I wouldn't want every profes- he believed himself to be.·
movies. Plus, got to get the exam over with before exam sor to be like Mlller, but he Is good at what he does."
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Survey of Winter 1989 Courses
PUBLIC LAW
Richard Pildes
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"Class was boring and led me to fear an exam that
rewarded regurgitation of class discussion. I was pleasantly surprised to find a challenging e.xam that tested true
understanding of the course material.·
"Teach it 3 days a week. not just 2. Uses the same diagram

Classifieds
/I

notice s

every class period. Exam had a 35 page reading s upplement. Class content is all descriptive, needs a normative
aspect. "
"Great exposure to legislative histoJy's use and general
statutory interpreta tioll. Pildes had problems focusing
discussion and extreme partisan tensions were not dealt
with."
.
"Some people are so brilliant that they forget that the rest
of the world Isn't. Pildes's brHliance makes him think he's

immortal. and he seems annoyed at his students for being
mere mortals. His exam and grading were hellish. When
\Vi.ll he learn?"
"I learned nothing in this class- readings were pathetic.
class was very boring - exam was ridiculou s. I'm sure
everyone has heard bynow-3-hr in-class. 33-page exam.
I believe he's trying to get a reputation as a tough grader
with a tough exam ·cause he comes off as s uch a wimpand realizes it.·

Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to Lisa Salvia's pendafiex (3L) by noon Monday for publication
the followingWednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing with the RG may place announcements
of upcoming events or meetings free of charge. Individuals may place personal notes for 50 ¢ for the first 25 words,
and 25 ~ for eac h additional 10 words . Remittance must b e submitted with your ad.
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LAWSCHOOLSE:\lORDAY: :'v1ay I990
Attention: All students who will be panlcipating in the Senior Day ceremony In May
1990. Because of una\·oidable circumstances. Senlor Day will be on Sunday.
May 13, at 3:00p.m. (not on Saturday).
NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
LEADER TO SPEAK AT LAW SCHOOL:
Tonight (Wed.. Kov. 8) at 7:00 p.m. in 250
HH the leader of one of the nation's largest
emironmental organizations will be speaking at the Law School. Frederick D. Krupp.
executive director of the Environmental
Defense Fund will be speaking about the
"third wave" of emironmentalism. He will
discuss the future of the environ menta l
movement and the position and ouUook of
the EDF. Sponsored by the Environmental
Law Society.
3Ls: Yearbook pictures will be ta ken
on Kov. 13- 15 in the Lawyers Club Lounge.
Yearbook presale: Nov. 13-15 in the
Lawyers Club Lounge and Nov. 16 & 17
outside Room 100. Reserve your Quadrangle for $25--cost \Vlll go up after prcsales!
The Family Law Project will be closing
intakeonNov.1 5.1989. After that date. no
new cases will be available. If you would
like to receive a case next semester. please

contact Christine DryUe by pendafle.x.
Call for photos! The Quadrangle. the
law school yearbook. wants to publish your
candid photos of 2Ls and 3Ls. Submitted
photos should be B & W or glossy finish
color. Please write your name on the back
if you wnat them returned and let us know
the names of the people in the photos (and
a ny caption suggestions). Submit photos
to the Quadrangle pendaflex outside of
Room 300.
NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH?
Whether you're working on a seminar
pape r, doing a brief for Case Club. looking
for Info on a judge. or d oing research for
class discussion, the Reference Librarians
in the library can help you organiZe your
search. show you how to use the library
and its collection. give a refresher lesson on
Lexis or Westlaw. or do a computer search
of non-Jaw sources. WHERE: S-1. at the
Reference/Information Desk. WHEN: 10
a .m. to 9 p.m. Mon .- Thrus .: 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Fri.: Noon to 9 p.m. Sun. Student
Desk Assistants are also available to help
you 9 a.m. to midnight Sun.-Sat.
ROOMFORRENTWI NTERTERM: 1/
1/89-8/17/89 own room In 3 bedroom
house. share with 2 grad studen ts. l law.
1 engineering: large living room and kitchen.
cable tv. washer & dryer. 5 min. walk to law

school. S312 includes heat. Call Joan or
Eric 769-1071.
Do you need extra cash? Opportunity
to sell top-quality suits to your fellow students. and make an attractive commission
on each sale. Develop your own marketing
and advertising skills. call 996-2644 for
more info.
Hispanic Law Students Assoc. and
Latino Alumni :\et1vork in\·ite the Uni\'ersity Community to: The Fifth Annual Hispanic Alumni Scholarship Banquet Sat.
Nov. 11. 1989. 6:30 p.m. at the Ann Arbor
Inn. Keynote Speaker: Robert Perez speaking on Perez v. F.B.I. For ticket info con tact: Trina Martinez or Emelda Medrano at
763-0285.

1-7 p.m .. Thes. Kov 7 Bursley. 3-9
p.m .. Wed. :\ov 8 Masher-Jordan. 3-9 p.m ..
Thurs. :\ov 9 East Quad. 2-8 p.m.. Fri. 1\'ov
10 Mary Markley, 2-8 p.m .. Mon-Fri. Nov
13-I7 Michigan Union 12-6 p.m.

The Law School Arts Committee !s
looking for experienced persons with an
interest in theatre to assist with the production of a full-length play Winter semester. All law school students/faculty / staff
are welcome. Particularly needed are persons \\ith e.xperience in set design / construction. lighting design. costume designIng/coordination. and stage management.
Ifinterested, please contact Rich Perloffby
pendalle.x or at 769-8145.
Ke.xt LSSS Sports Events:
5K charity run
Nov 10
Bowling
:\ov 16
Sign-ups through Thurs. Rm. 100

Symposium: Perez v. F.B.I. : A case
Analysis and Evaluation. Employment
Discrimination Against Hispanics in the
F.B.I. Featuring Plaintiff-Matthew Perez.
Plaintiff Attorney-Hugo Rodriquez. Law
Clerk for Judge Burton-Robert Perez on
Fri. Nov. 10 at 2 p.m .. Rm. 100 HH. Recep tion following in Lawyers Club Lounge.
Sponsored by His panic Law Students
Association and the U-M Law School.

Congratulations to the winners of this
year's softball tournament Ann Arbor
Blues and the runner-up learn: Smell the
Clove. Both teams will be representing the
Law School at the Unlv. of Va. Softball
Tournament next sprtng.

ANNUAL U-M/OHIO STATE BLOOD
BATI1.E: Give blood at any of the following
locations: Mon. Nov 6 Business School.

LSSS Thanksgiving Canned Food Drive:
collection for the local needy. 1be drop box
Is in front ofRm. 100 'ov 8 -17.

Lions Improving--Take The Points
Continued from Page Seven
looking for an upset here. Vinny Testaverde. If he can get
time. wlll be able to lead the Burs to victory over the
Vikings. Mlnne:;ota is having trouble scoring touchdowns. and Ihe Burs can score a lot of points. Herschel
Walker will determine the Yikings· fortunes in this game.
Tampa Bay 30. ~tinnesota 27.
San Franctsro (7 -1) will host the Atlanta Falcons (3-6).
Atlanta hasn't won on the road. Last year. they played the
49'ers tough. and they should give San Francisco a tough
game. Much as I want to pick an upset here. I feel it is just
too improbable. Atlanta has some good talent on both
sides of the ball. but Joe Montana will prove too much for
them. San Francisco 26. Atlanta 23.
In the Monday night game, the Cincinnati Bengals (54) will play the Houston OUers (5-4). The loserofthisgame
\\iJI be in trouble. Cincinnati may be \\1thout Boomer
Esiason. They need him if they are going to win this game.
The OUers should be able to move the ball on the Bengals'
defen se. and be able to score enough points to \vln this
game. Cincinnati's defense is good. but it will find It hard

to stop Warren Moon and the e:xcellent Oiler
receivers. not to mention Rozier. Highsmith, and
Pinkett. If Boomer can play. Cincinnati should
make it close. Houston 27, Cincinnati 24.
Following is my ranking of N.F.L. teams a t
this stage of the season (before knowing the
result of the Kew Orleans-San Franc1sco game).
l. San Francisco
15. Kansas City
2. Xew York Giants
16. Washington
3. Philadelphia
17. Green Bay
4. Denver
18. Indianapolis
5. Cleveland
19. Tampa Bay
6. Minnesota
20. Seattle
7. Buffalo
21. Pittsburgh
8. Houston
22. Atlanta
9 . Chicago
23. San Diego
10. Los Angeles Rams 24. New England
11. New Orleans
25. Phoenix
12. Cincinnati
26. Detroit
13. Los Angeles Raiders 27. New York Jets
14. Miami
28. Dallas

24 Hours ADay

kinko·s·

the copy center
OPEN 24 HO URS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN H HOURS
1220 S. Universitv ~1ichigan Union 540 E. Liberty
747-9070 662-1222
761-4539
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Nebraska Should Have Won, Illinois to Beat U-M
By Harold Hunter
The Comhuskers showed me more In losing to Colorado last weekend than they had in winning their eight
previous games this year. If not for a couple of questionable ralls (pass Interference negating an interception. two
blatant clips on both long punt returns that were not
called) that all went the Buffaloes' way. I think Nebraska
would have ·won the game. perhaps easily. Call me a
homer. call me a crvbabv. but :'\ebraska was the better
team at Folsom Field Saturday. and might be one of the
two or three hest teams In the country. Thus. I see no
reason to drop them from the fourth slot in my "Top
Twenty-Five.·
It's interesting to note that the top two teams in my
ran kings each beat one of the next two teams, and both did
It with special teams return plays. There's not much
separating the top four teams: in fact. I honestly thought
that Michigan was better than Notre Dame. and that
Nebraska was superior to Colorado. However, those, as
they say. are the breaks.
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES TinS WEEK

(Last week. Harold was 8-1 straight up. and 5-3 -1
against the spread. For the season. he is 41 -19- 1 straight
up. and 30-27-4 against the spread.)
MICIDGAN at ILLINOIS-This battle should decide
the Big Ten's Rose Bowl entrant. although Ohio State still
holds longshot hopes of a tnp to Pasadena. The Wolverines probably have even more at stake here than the llllni.
as they could still win the national championship. whUe
Illinois is a longshot at best for national honors. The
obvious key in this game is defense. Both squads boast
outstanding defensive squads. and the team that can
diversify their offensive attack enough to exploit the tiny
cracks which Will appear occasionally should ·win lhe
game. I think the key here may be the home field-this
game looks very close on paper. Although I think Michigan
Is the slightly better team, I'm going with the home squad
here in an upset. ILLINOIS 17 MICIDGAN 14
PREDICTIONS OF OTHER TOP GAMES
UPSET SPECIAL I 2 : PITTSBURGH 23 MIAMI 19
UPSET SPECIAL # 3: ARIZONA 24 USC 20
ALABAMA 27 LSU 23

FLORIDA 17 GEORGIA 12
HOUST0~38 TEXAS27
BYU 51 AIR FORCE 44
PRINCETON 26 YALE 20

1. NOTRE DA.\1£
2. COLORADO
3. MICHIGA.'\
4. NEBRASKA
5. AU\BAMA
6. MIA..\11
7. usc
8. FLORIDA STATE
9. ILLINOIS
1 10. ARKMSAS
11. TENNESSEE
1 12. PITTSBURGH
~BURN

14. CLEMSO:i
15. PEN!\ STATE
16. HOUSTON
17. TEXAS A&.M
18. WESTVIRGI!\'1A
19. VIRGll\T'fA
20. 1EXAS TECH
21. ARIZONA
22. FLORIDA
23. WASHINGTOI\ STATE
24. OKlAHOMA
25. HAWN!
~

Rams, Giants Battle: Week Ten
By Jerry Pinn
Last week. not Including the results of Monday night's
game between the New Orleans Saints and San Francisco
49'ers. I was 5-8 against the spread. and 8 -5 without the
sprt!ad. :\1y cumula tive record is now 22-43-1 agains t the
spread. and 38-29 without the spread. Since I have now
been under .500 for five straight weeks against the spread.
and am only correctly predicting 33 percent of the games
against the spread. I now feel safe to tell you. my readers,
to count on my predictions being wrong more often than
not. What you will choose to do with this information is up
to you. I call the games a s I see them. and I am wrong more
often than someone who knows absolutely nothing about
pro football should be. I challenge anyone to predict
games with as great regularity as I have. See Ifyou can find
anyone who predicts games with 67 percent a ccuracy or
inaccuracy.
Who Is the best team in football right now? I am
tempted to say my 1\ew York Giants are. After all. their 81 record Is the learn's best In my lifetime. The only team
that I think Is better right now is the San Francisco 49'ers.
Assuming that they beat a tough New Orleans team on
Monday night. I sUll have to say the champion 49'ers are
the team to beal The Giants will be playing the49'ers (who
this week signed ex-Giant Jim Burt) in San Francisco in
three weeks on a Monday nlghl That game could be the
best matchup this season.
In week len, Buffalo (6-3) hosts Indianapolis (4-5).
The Colts must win this game to stay in contention. They
need Eric Dickerson. but he is sUll hampered by a bad
hamstring. The Bills have Jim Kelly back. but maybe they
should stick with Frank Reich. who was 3-0 when he
played for an injured Kelly. Buffalo is a better team than
IndlanapoHs. I expected more of the Colts this season,
possibly because they are my second favorite team. The
Colts may win this one, but I feel safer picking Buffalo
because Bruce Smith is a terrifying pass-rusher at Rich
Stadium. Look for the Bills to put a lock on their division.
Buffalo 27, Indianapolis 20.
The Miami Dolphins (5-4) will play the NewYorkJets
(2-7) at the Meadowlands. Ken O'Brien had a big day
agains t New England, and has always played well against
the Dolphins. I would go with New York. except that last
week. the Dolphins won with a running game. Sammie
Smith gained over 100 yards against the Colts. and he
should be able to do well against the Jets' defense. This
will be another high-scoring Jets-Dolphins game. with
Miami trying to stay close to the Bills. They will have to
have a better record than Buffalo to win the A. F. C. East.
because the Bills beat Miami twice head-to-head this year.
Miami 33. New York Jets 30.
The New England Patriots (3 -6) will host the New

Orleans Saints (4-4). New England has won the games
they shouldn't and lost the games they needed to win. 11le
Patriots are 1-3 at home this year. so they are not
necessarily at an advantage playing at home. The Saints
are a good team with a strong offense and a capable. If
unspectacular. offense. I feel that I will regret this pick.
but I am going with New Orleans because of their defense.
New Orleans 23. New England 17.
Cleveland (6-3) will host the Seattle Seahawks (4-5).
The Browns are demonstrating that they are probably the
best team in their divis ion. At the season's s tart. I thought
the Bengals and Oilers were better , but Clevela nd has now
made a believer out of me. Their defense Is one of the
league's best. Webster Slaughter Is having a phenomenal
year. and Eric Metcalf Is playtng better than I thought he
e\·er would. This could be the year the Browns reach the
Superbowl, If they can get by Denver. Seattle Is very
disappointing. a good team. but not good enough to reach
the playoffs this year. Cleveland should win without any
trouble. Cleveland 30. Seattle 17.
The Chicago Bears (5·4) will visit Pittsburgh to play
the Steelers (4-5). Chicago Is not going to reach the
playoffs with Jim Harbaugh at quarterback. I think Mike
Ditka knows this. but he seems to hold a grudge agains t
Mike Tomczak. IfDitka doesn't go back to Tomczak In this
game. I am going to predict the Steelers to win outright.
This is going to be a very physical game. Both teams like
to run the ball and both teams hit hard. I am going with
the Steelers, assuming Harbaugh plays quarterback. If
Tomczak plays for a half. the Bea rs will win. Pittsburgh 24.
Chicago 23.
Denver (7 -2) will play at Kansas City (5-4). The Chiefs
may have a chance at making the playoffs. If they can win
a game like this. They are 3-1 at home. and are a good team
with Christian Okoye (the Nigerian Nightmare) In the
backfield. If the Chiefs can run on the Broncos. and Steve
Pelleur doesn't make too many mistakes. Kansas City
could win this game. Denver should be expecting the
Chiefs to play them tough. so I don't expect a Bronco
letdown. Denver 23. Kansas City 21.
The Los Angeles Raiders (5-4. 3-1 under Art Shell) will
play the San Diego Chargers (3-6) at Jack Murphy Stadium on Sunday night. The Raiders proved against
Cincinnati that they are a good football team. BoJackson
Is the best back in theA.F.C., and maybe in the N.F.L. The
Raiders' defense Is not giving up a lot of points. and Jay
Schroeder Is good throwing deep. San Diego pulled otT
their upset last week beating Philadelphia. I doubt they
can do It In two successive weeks. Los Angeles Raiders 27,
San Diego 20.
The Washington Redskins (4-5) will play the Eagles (9:
3) In Philadelphia. The Redskins' loss to Dallas was

probably fatal to their playo!T chances. Doug Williams
can't win for the Red skins with only a few days practice all
season. The Redskins are demoralized, not to mention
being physically beat up. They are an angry team. and
may knock orr the Eagles. if they play Mark Rypien a t
quarterback. The Eagles are also angry. however. losing
to San Diego last week. Buddy Ryan will challenge the
Eagles to beat the Redsktns ifthey want to be the best team
In the N.F.C. Eas t. which they still may be. On the basis
of motivation. I'll pick the Eagles. Philadelphia 3 4. WashIngton 23.
The Dallas Cowboys (l -8) will vis it Phoenix (4 -5).
Dallas will not beat two teams in a row on the road.
Phoenix is not a very good team right now. but this in large
part Is because of an almost unbelievable rash of injuries.
I don't think Dallas will be able to move the ball very well
against the Cardinals. This will not be the most entertaining game of the week. I am glad I don't have to watch it.
Phoenix 20. Dallas 13.
In what I consider the best game of the week. the New
York Giants (8-1) will play the Los Angeles Rams (5-4) in
Anaheim. The Rams have lost four straight. Jim Everett
has loss much of his confidence. Last year. the Rams
embarassed the Giants. but the Giants didn't have Lawrence Taylor. I think Los Angeles Will be able to pressure
the Giants' quarterback. which should be Phil Simms. I
also think the Rams will be able to run Greg Bell effectively
at the Giants. The Rams really can't afford to lose this
game If they want to make the playoffs. I expect them to
win this game because It means much more to them than
It does to the Giants. The Giants will have to pass to win.
and they must have a good effort stopping the run and
pressuring the passer from their defensive line. Lawrence
Taylor and Carl Banks must have big games. lfthe Giants
win this game. they are the best team in football. Los
Angeles Rams 27, New York Giants 17.
The Green Bay Packers (5-4) will play the Detroit Lions
(l -8) in the SUverdome. I was s urprised and impressed by
the Lions' tough play against the Houston Oilers last week.
I underestimated Rodney Peete's ability. and Bany Sanders should be rookie of the year. except possibly for Eric
Metcalf. If the Lions· defense can play as well as they are
capable. they should start winning some games. Green
Bay is coming otT a win against Chicago. and they will be
prone to a letdown. My friend Craig Sherman (a true Lions·
fan) advises me to pick the Lions. His advice has been
accurate in the past. so I Will go with the Lions. but only
against the spread. Green Bay 21. Detroit 20.
Minnesota (6-3) will play at Tampa Bay (3-6). Minne sota is clearly a better team. -but.they. are only 1-3 on the
road. Tampa has fallen apart since beating Chicago. I am
See Lions, Page Five

The 1989 RG Football Bowl Contest
It's time again for the generally-anticipated, somewhat-overrated, and often castigated Res Gestae Bowl Prediction Contest. This Is the opportunity for all you Sunday morning armchair
prognosticators to subject your talents to semi-public scrutiny and let all mankind know whether you arc Indeed of any relative worth to the world as we know It, or at least the world according to Harold.
Here arc the rules and procedures for the Contest. There arc eight bowls Includ ed In the contest. The format Is simple: each entrant should predict which two teams will participate In each
of the eight bowls, and then predict a winner of tha t bowl game. Obviously. the entrant's predicted winner should be one of the two predicted entrants In the particular bowl game. Finally, each entrant
should predict the ultimate national champion of college football. as decided by the AP poll. There. That's fairly simple, right? Hold on, there's more.
How arc points awarded, one of you bright fu ture lawmakers/bookies may be asking? Well, listen up. There are three possible formats for the eight bowls: 1) Both entrants are determined
by conference a ffiliations (i.e. the Rose Bowl). 2) One entrant Is decided by conference afilllallo n and one Is an at-large berth (1. e. the Sugar, Orange and Cotton Bowls and poasibly the Citrus Bowl).
3) Both entrants arc selected at-large (i. c. the Fiesta, Ha ll ofF'amc and Gator Bowls, and possibly the Citrus Bowl). Three (3) points will be awarded for correctly predicting each entrant determined
by conference affiliation, and four (4) points for correctly predicting an at -larl(e entrant. Additionally. three (3) or four (4) points will be awarded for correctly predicting the winner of a bowl game, depending
upon whether the \\inner was a conference affiliated entrant or an at-large en trant. Thus. for example, the maximum number of points available for correctly predicting both entrants In and the winner
of the Rose Bowl is nine (9) pointS, tweh•c (12) points for the Fiesta, and either ten (10) or eleven (I I) points for the Orange Bowl, depending upon whether the winner was the conference affiliate or the
at-large entrant. Finally, a correct prediction of the national ch ampion will garner the entrant an addttlonal eight (8) points. See? Not so hard, is it?
This year. we arc not going to specify which conferences arc a ttached to which bowls. Nor are we going to explain the Citrus Bowl situation, which may or may not have a confcrence·alf\liated
entrant, depending on a number of facto rs . The burden Is on ea ch individual to deduce this information.
Now for the procedural matters. Only ONE (I) entry per person: there can be no multiple entries by one person in other people 's names. The only people eligible for this contest are Michigan
Law School srudents, faculty, staiT, and their spouses. First prize Is a S40.00 gift ccrtlficate to the restaurant of OUR choice, 2nd prize is a 520.00 gift certificate of the same type, and 3rd place Is a
hearty handshake from the Res Gestae staff member of YOUR CHOICE. Any add itional acti.,.ity is subject to the questionable discretion of The Res Gestae staff member.
The deadline for acceptable entries is5:00 PM Friday, November l Oth, 1989. Entries will be picked up at thia time, and aU late entries are iDeligible. Entrants must tum in their
predictions on this entry form by placi ng !tin Harold Hunter's pcndaflex. (Not the RG pendallex, not another staffer's flex, not under the door of the office.) Any disputes will be resolved by the Res
Gestae Bowl Contes t Committee, and decisions of that revered Institution are final.
Harold will make his predictions public in next week's issue: yes, he will be making them prior to the above-stated deadline. He ftnished second las t year: let's see if we as a law school communJty
can combine our predictive forces and force hin1 ou t of the money. thus conquering the greatest enemy we continually face as law students and human beings - his gargantuan ego!

Name:
Class/ Staff/Faculty: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Telephone Number:----------

National Champion

Rose Bowl

8 points

Oran

Conference Champ · 3 points

Conference Champ · 3 points
Bowl Champ · 3 points

Cotton Bowl

Citrus Bowl

Conference Champ . 3 points

Conf. Champ or At-Large Bid · 3
or 4 points
Bowl Champ • 3 or 4 points

At-Large Bid · 4 points

Gator Bowl

Fiesta Bowl

At-Large Bid · 4 points

At-Large Bid · 4 points

Bowl Champ · 4 points

Bowl Champ - 4 points
At-Large Bid · 4 points

At-Large Bid · 4 points

arBowl

Hall of Fame Bowl

Conference Champ · 3 points

At-Large Bid • 4 points
Bowl Champ - 3 or 4 points

At-Large Bid · 4 .p oints

Bowl Champ · 4 points
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Law Student: This Is Your Week
Please note that signs were matched up with horoscopes by no particular method. Ifyou don't like your fate.
close your eyes. s tab this page at random, and hope you
don't hit an advertisement.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): You are a deep.
intriguing. and mysterious being. But watch out. your
deep and mysterious ways will get you Into trouble soon.
and how. Reveal your secrets and beat everyone to the
punch . Tell all before the expose hits the presses.
Sagittarius (November22 - December21): You were
right this m orning. You were better off staying in bed.
Something really stupid Is going to happen to you before
the end of the day. and people will laugh at you for it. Ifyou
get the chance. your best bet Is to run back home right now
and pull the covers over your head until at least Thursday
or Friday. Talk with Pisces.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19): Finances
are paramount. Or. being broke is jus t not fun. Cain
comes through a focus on others. Spend less time in the
library and more at the snack bar. Then h ead for a real
bar. Expect huge dividends this weekend. Or. at least
some gossip.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18): Work. Don't
play. Don't go to the bars . The fun and frivolity you've
enjoyed all year should cease this week. Door that had
been closed will open. Lock It a nd study. Avoid Capri·
corns. 11ley will only distract you from your new mission.
Paces (February 19 · · March 20): Nothing happens
this week. You'll h ave to pretend you're another sign tfyou
want some e..xcltemen t. Better luck next week.
Aries (March 21 --April 19): Look to the future .
Search for ·mate· will be frustrating. but not in vain.
Follow your head this week. your heart this weekend. Past

r("lationships are over. Don't look back. Move on. Watch third leg of a law school love triangle. Don't worry. Virgo.
You can always wrlte a book la ter and make a fortune on
soaps for advice and comfort.
Taurus (April 20 ·· May 20): There are exciting days the miniseries righ ts.
Libra (September 23 - October 22): A tall, da rk
ahead of you, Taurus! So. perk up and pay attention.
Later this week. inspiration will hit you like a bolt of s tra nger will come into you r life. Unfortunately. he/she
lightning. Yeah, clunk. just like that your future des tiny will have a face and a temper like Jaws. the steel-toothed
will be revealed. And you will know ln your hea rt tha t you bad guy in the James Bond movies. Don't talk with Pisces
can become head ofyour own teleevangalism empire If you If you want a ny sympathy. Instead. move on. Investigate
a n a t tracti\'e Aries.
but try hard enough. Dare to dream!
Gemini (May 21 ·· June 20):
Family and friends play an important
role. The time to call friends Is NOW.
Some surprises at mid-week will help
ease your tension. This weekend
could lead to renewed romantic Interest ln someone close. 'Why not go for 1--.;.....____________________...-..-..__-t
it?

Cancer (June 21 -- July 22): The
stars are with you. Cancer. Life will
be a bed of thornless roses for you
this week. Enough said.
Leo (July 23 - August 22): This
is the time for having new experi·
ences and meeting interesting people.
(Don't give them money.) Leave the
Law Quad for once. If you don't live
there. well. leave your room. Wake
up and smell the coffee. Hopping a
plane to Rio is not such a crazy idea.
Virgo (August 23 - September
22): Watch yourself this week or
CUpid will have his way with you.
Take care or you may become the

Complete
Men's & Women's Alterations.
We also sell interview suits &
shirts for men.
313 S. State Street (above Continental Rest.), Ann Arbor
996-2644
Open: Mon - Sat 8:30 - 5:30, Fri 8:30 - 7:30

Law in the Raw
Did I Mention My Nephew, Mike Tyson?

been submitted to a judge. as something of a joke. He
Houston attorney Dale Friend, representing a plain- a cknowledges, however. U1a t they ·have the option of
tilT in a damage suit. says he bas negotiated a settlement ta.klng a swat at me tf they reaJJy want to.· Mr. Friend says
that \vill strike a blow for his client And he's not kidding. his side Is "dead serious.· And although they don't
It turns out that Mr. Friend's client. Michelle Parks of contemplate any disabling blows being delivered. Mr.
Cincinnati. did not like the way defense attorney Tom Alexander has been asked to sign a relea se from !lability.
I hope they go for the groin.
Alexander acted duringthe legal proceedings. So she has
agreed to forgo monetary damages against Mr. Alexander's
Wall Street JournaL October 17. 1989
client in return for the right to punch the attorney. Other
Many thanks to Tom Pasternak
members of the family get In on the chin ofMr. Alexander.
as well as Mr. Friend and his law partner, Nick Nichols. And We Laughed At Nancy Reagan
The bizarre arrangement grows out ofMr. Ale..xander's
Anybody who read this Sunday's Doonesbury knows
representation of Derr Construction Co., one of several the problems inherent in the new flag desecration law. But
defendants In a wrongful death lawsuit brought by Ms. hey. we're not the first country to seek to protect Old Glory.
Parks, the widow of a construction worker killed in Janu- It's been illegal to bum the American flag in South Korea
ary 1987 while working on a new Houston convention for many years .
center. Last month, Mr. Friend says. Mr. Alexander's
Wall Street Journal September 29. 1989
associate agreed that Derr would pay $50,000 as part of
an overall settlement. But Mr. Alexander scuttled the
Consistency-Hobgoblin of Small Minds
deal at the last minute, angering the plaintiff. "I never
The SEC, which penalized thos e slackers who are late
agreed to it," Mr. Alexander says. adding that "It's not
in flling their annual reports. finally issued Its 1988
neces sary to pay these nuisance settlements.·
annual report. exactly a year late. Their year-end was
When Ms. Parks and her mother heard about what
September 30. 1988. and the report came in on September
had happened, Mr. Friend says they volunteered that
29, 1989.
they would like to give Mr. Alexander a good walloping.
Wall Street Journal September 29. 1989
Mr. Friend passed along the word to Mr. Alexander. and
soon they were discussing the ground rules (Marquess of
Me, Frivolous?
Queensbury).
The D.C. Court of Appeals recently ordered a lower
Although the time and place have yet to be detercourt
judge to fine former Attorney General Ramsey Clark
mined, some detalls are already in place (thanks to the
help of Don King. Bob Arum and Donald Trump). Mr. for filing a frivolous suit for damages on behalf of 55
Friend has agreed to strike Mr. Alexander above the belt. Libyans who claimed that they were Injured and their
Ms. Parks and her mother want to "catch him unawares property was damaged in the 1986 U.S. bombing raid on
from behind. For his part, Mr. Alexander insis ts that the Libya. They had s ued then !>resident Reagan for ordering
rights to pound him not be assigned to others, no blunt the raid and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher for
allowing U.S. bombers to use British air bases In the raid.
instruments may be used, and no running starts.
U.S. District Court J udge Thomas Jackson had earlier
Mr. Alexander regards the agreement. which hasn't
dis missed the suit as friVolous but had refused to Impose

By Colin Zick
a fme, concluding that courts may serve as a forum for
public protests. But the m ore somber appellate court
said ·we do not conceive it a proper function of a federal
court to serve as a forum for protests. to th·e aetriment of
parties with serious disputes waiting to be heard.· (Like
some flag -burning case.)
WaU Street Journal October 2, 1989

(Thanks to Ted Bolema)
Consistency, Part II
"I am going to assert tonigh t that American society is
in a nosedive. It is in a very serious decline. It is a decline
primarily of values. This decline In our ability to determine wh at really Is truth. what really is good. what really
is a jus t society Is at the root of all our problems.·
- Former U.S. Attorney FrankL McNamara. Jr., ad·
dressing the Massachusetts Young Republican Fedem·
tion, in his f~rst public appearance sin• t ' rc~~gning in
Jan uary, after falsely accusing William Weill, his prede·
cessor. of smoking marijuana. and subsequeruly admitted that he himself had smoked a joint or two.
Boston Magazine. October. 1989

Don't Show Your Clients This
"Christian s don't sue lawyers:
- Sign of a picketer outside the trial of Jim Bakker
ABA Journal, November. 1989

TACKY
·we are pleased to a nnounce that we obtained for our
client THE lARGEST JURY VERDICT EVER FOR AN
ARM AMPUTATION."
- Legal announcement sent to clients by the Chicago
ftrm Martin J. Healy & Associates.. (l1ley probably send
out cigars after winning asbestosis cases.)
•

ABA Journal November. 1989

